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Abstract

Robust multi-object tracking-by-detection requires the

correct assignment of noisy detection results to object tra-

jectories. We address this problem by proposing an on-

line approach based on the observation that object detec-

tors primarily fail if objects are significantly occluded. In

contrast to most existing work, we only rely on geometric

information to efficiently overcome detection failures.

In particular, we exploit the spatio-temporal evolution

of occlusion regions, detector reliability, and target motion

prediction to robustly handle missed detections. In com-

bination with a conservative association scheme for visi-

ble objects, this allows for real-time tracking of multiple

objects from a single static camera, even in complex sce-

narios. Our evaluations on publicly available multi-object

tracking benchmark datasets demonstrate favorable perfor-

mance compared to the state-of-the-art in online and offline

multi-object tracking.

1. Introduction

One of the most important tasks in many video analy-

sis applications (e.g., visual surveillance or sports analysis)

is to robustly estimate the location of objects in a scene.

Due to the rapid progress in object detection (e.g., Pose-

lets [8], HOG [11], and DPM [12]), recent research in ob-

ject tracking has focused on the tracking-by-detection prin-

ciple. Thus, multiple object tracking becomes a data asso-

ciation problem where detection responses need to be reli-

ably linked to form target trajectories. However, this is still

a difficult and only partially solved problem. In fact, state-

of-the-art object detectors often miss objects or are prone

to false positive detections due to dynamic backgrounds or

changing illumination conditions.

Several recent tracking algorithms address the associ-

ation problem offline, i.e., by optimizing detection as-

signments over large temporal windows, e.g., K-shortest

paths [6], Hungarian algorithm [16], and hypergraphs [18].

By exploiting information from future time steps, these ap-

proaches overcome detection failures, such as missed de-

Figure 1: To solve the association problem, i.e., assigning

detections (white rectangles, top) to trajectories, we com-

bine a conservative linking scheme for visible objects (red

and green) and a novel confidence measure (hot color over-

lay, top) for occluded objects (blue). By finding physically

plausible paths through occlusion regions w.r.t. these confi-

dences, occluded objects can robustly be re-assigned.

tections over long occlusion periods. However, processing

video sequences in large frame batches (e.g., dynamic pro-

gramming [14]) or even optimizing over whole sequences

(e.g., continuous energy minimization [25]) leads to a sig-

nificant temporal delay between object observation and es-

timating its location. Thus, such offline approaches cannot

be applied for time-critical video analysis applications (e.g.,

traffic safety tasks).

Instead, such applications require online tracking meth-

ods which only consider observations up to the current

frame and provide robust location estimates in real-time

(i.e., without temporal delay). To model the uncertainty

which arises from occluded targets or missed detections,

such trackers often rely on probabilistic frameworks (e.g.,

Sequential Monte Carlo methods [9, 31]). However, online

approaches tend to drift if objects are occluded for longer

periods of time and may fail to reliably re-assign missed or

occluded objects due to simplified motion models.

Hence, the goal of this work is to overcome these limi-

tations for online multi-object tracking and to achieve high

quality results similar to offline approaches. To overcome

the drifting problem of existing online trackers, we intro-

duce a novel confidence measure to predict the location of



missed objects, solely based on geometric cues such as oc-

clusion information, detector reliability, and motion pre-

diction. By introducing occlusion geodesics, i.e., shortest

paths (from the location an object first was lost up to its re-

detection) w.r.t. these instance-specific confidences, detec-

tions of re-appearing objects can reliably be assigned to the

corresponding trajectories (e.g., the blue target in Figure 1).

Additionally, inspired by the low-level tracklet generation

of offline approaches such as [19, 21], we use a conserva-

tive association scheme to link detections to trajectories of

isolated and visible objects (e.g., the red and green targets in

Figure 1). Combining these association strategies allows for

efficiently tracking multiple objects in complex real-world

scenarios, as demonstrated by our experimental results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

First, related state-of-the-art multi-object tracking ap-

proaches are discussed in Section 2. Next, multi-object

tracking by occlusion geodesics is introduced in Section 3.

Finally, a detailed evaluation on several challenging real-

world datasets is presented in Section 4.

2. Related Work

The major issue of tracking-by-detection approaches is

the data association problem, i.e., how to correctly as-

sign (possibly noisy) detection results to target trajectories.

Until recently, this problem has primarily been addressed

by online methods incorporating Joint Probabilistic Data

Association Filters [15], Multi-Hypothesis Tracking [32],

Markov chain Monte Carlo methods (e.g., [5, 28]), and par-

ticle filter-based approaches (e.g., [29, 33]). Such methods

maintain multiple hypotheses until enough observations are

available to resolve ambiguities. However, due to the com-

binatorial hypotheses space such methods often suffer from

the exponentially increasing complexity.

Alternatively, the Hungarian algorithm [27] or greedy as-

sociation schemes (e.g., [9, 10, 34]) can be used to solve the

association problem. For example, Breitenstein et al. [9]

use a greedy association scheme in combination with parti-

cle filtering based on a constant velocity model. In particu-

lar, they use the continuous confidence density output of de-

tectors and online learned instance-specific classifiers to re-

solve occlusion scenarios. In contrast to [9], we rely on the

final detection output and focus on the robust re-assignment

of detections to missed objects. Therefore, we allow missed

targets to move along physically plausible paths which are

defined by combining motion prediction, detector reliabil-

ity, and geometric knowledge of occluded regions. This al-

lows for handling missed and occluded objects by finding

the shortest plausible paths.

Recently, several approaches focused on optimizing tra-

jectories over whole sequences (e.g., [26, 39]) or large tem-

poral windows (e.g., [14, 21]) to solve the association prob-

lem. Such offline approaches often discretize the space

of target locations to simplify the underlying optimiza-

tion problem (e.g., [6, 3, 18]). For example, Berclaz et

al. [6] propose a flow model on a 2D discretization of the

ground plane, where detection results are efficiently linked

to trajectories using the K-shortest paths algorithm. How-

ever, as their method operates offline on a graph built over

large frame batches, it cannot handle arbitrarily dense dis-

cretizations due to memory limitations. Therefore, other

approaches estimate the final object locations by continu-

ous fitting problems to obtain smoother trajectories (e.g.,

[1, 2, 25]) to improve the accuracy of the tracking results.

Another group of successful offline approaches follows

a hierarchical tracking scheme where subsequent detec-

tions are linked together at a low-level pre-processing step,

to form short but reliable trajectories, i.e., tracklets (e.g.,

[16, 19, 21]). Thus, the key issue becomes to correctly link

tracklets to form the final object trajectories, e.g., by com-

bining motion and appearance models [17], or by learning

tracklet associations from training data [24].

However, since offline approaches require detection re-

sults of future frames to perform robust linking, these can-

not be used within time-critical applications (e.g., surveil-

lance). Here, the main focus lies on robustly linking detec-

tions to visible objects and correctly re-assigning detections

to previously occluded (or missed) objects in real-time.

3. Tracking by Occlusion Geodesics

We propose to solve the data association problem for on-

line multi-object tracking-by-detection by two complemen-

tary steps. First, we compute reliable associations using a

conservative linking strategy, as discussed in Section 3.1.

This allows for assigning detections to isolated, visible ob-

jects (e.g., the red and green targets in Figure 1). Sec-

ond, we introduce instance-specific cost functions which

model physically plausible paths through occluded regions

to handle missed detections. Using occlusion geodesics

(i.e., paths with minimal costs), future detections can be re-

liably re-assigned to missed objects (e.g., the blue target in

Figure 1), as detailed in Section 3.2.

The proposed occlusion geodesics build on the observa-

tion that object detectors fail whenever objects are severely

occluded, either dynamically by other objects or by static

scene occluders (e.g., benches, statues, and trees). In order

to re-assign a candidate detection to a previously lost target

there must be a physically plausible path through occluded

regions, as illustrated in Figure 2. Since missed detections

are either caused by detection failures or the object being

fully occluded, we propose a novel confidence measure to

weight such paths. Therefore, we combine occlusion infor-

mation, target motion prediction, and object detector relia-

bility to define these confidences, as detailed in Section 3.3.



(a) Evolution of confidence scores (visualized as ground plane overlay; hot

colors indicate high confidence) w.r.t. the blue object. Note that occluded

regions yield higher confidences.

(b) The green arrow denotes a path with minimal costs based on the

blue object’s motion confidence and the spatio-temporal evolution of

the occlusion regions.

Figure 2: Resolving a typical occlusion scenario (a). Using shortest paths w.r.t. the proposed confidence scores (b), the

temporarily occluded blue target can be correctly re-assigned. Relying on Euclidean distances the brown detection would be

chosen, as it is closer to the location where the blue target originally has been missed by the detector. Best viewed in color.

3.1. Conservative Data Association

Similar to recent state-of-the-art approaches such as

[1, 18], we exploit the scene geometry and perform track-

ing in real-world coordinates. Thus, given a set of ND ob-

ject detections at time t, we project the bottom center point

of each detection bounding box j = {1, . . . , ND} onto

the ground plane to obtain its 2D real-world location x
(t)
j .

Then, detections can be assigned to isolated and visible ob-

jects based on spatial proximity. In particular, given NO

object trajectories at time t − 1, we define the cost ψ
(t)
ij of

assigning detection j to object i using the Euclidean dis-

tance to the previously observed object location x
(t−1)
i as

ψ
(t)
ij =

{

‖x
(t)
j − x

(t−1)
i ‖ if ‖x

(t)
j − x

(t−1)
i ‖ < τc

∞ otherwise
, (1)

where τc is a conservative distance threshold, and ψ
(t)
ij = ∞

denotes impossible assignments. To obtain the optimal as-

signment of reliable matches at time t, we use the Hun-

garian algorithm [27] for computing the assignment matrix

A
∗ =

[

a
(t)
ij

]

, a
(t)
ij ∈ {0, 1}, which minimizes the total as-

sociation cost1:

A
∗ = arg

A

min

NO
∑

i=1

ND
∑

j=1

ψ
(t)
ij a

(t)
ij , (2)

s.t.
∑NO

i=1
a
(t)
ij = 1, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , ND},

∑ND

j=1
a
(t)
ij = 1, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , NO}.

1Although the original formulation assumes ND = NO , the Hungar-

ian algorithm can easily be extended for rectangular assignment matrices

where ND 6= NO .

All objects which could not be assigned by this conserva-

tive association scheme are considered to be missed by the

detector. Such false negative detections are either caused

by static and dynamic occluders (see Figure 3) or detec-

tion failures. Thus, future detections must be re-assigned

to the corresponding trajectories whenever missed objects

are re-detected (e.g., after exiting occluded regions). In the

following, we introduce occlusion geodesics to solve this

association problem efficiently.

3.2. Occlusion Geodesics for Data Association

To overcome missed detections, we introduce a novel

confidence measure predicting the location of a missed ob-

ject w.r.t. occlusion information, detector reliability, and

motion prediction. This allows for weighting physically

plausible paths from the location a target first was missed

up to its re-detection. Using occlusion geodesics (i.e., min-

imal paths w.r.t. these confidence weights), we can reliably

re-assign detections to previously missed objects. In con-

trast to state-of-the-art approaches such as [9, 16, 38], which

rely on appearance information to resolve occluded trajec-

tories, we only exploit the available geometric information

to highlight the favorable performance of the proposed oc-

clusion geodesics.

In particular, let i denote a missed object and δi the oc-

clusion length, i.e., for how long object i has been missed.

Moreover, let c
(δi)
o,i be the occlusion confidence to account

for occluded objects and detection failures, c
(δi)
p,i the motion

range confidence to limit physically plausible movement,

and c
(δi)
d,i the object’s inertia model. Then, for a location

x ∈ R
2 on the ground plane, we define

ϕ
(δi)
i (x) = c

(δi)
o,i (x) c

(δi)
p,i (x) c

(δi)
d,i (x) (3)



to indicate the confidence of object i being present at loca-

tion x after being missed by the detector for δi frames. The

corresponding confidence terms will be discussed in more

detail in Section 3.3.

Since occluded regions change over time (e.g., whenever

occluding objects move), the spatio-temporal evolution of

occlusions has to be considered to reliably re-assign detec-

tions to a missed object. Therefore, assuming an average

object velocity vavg between subsequent frames, we weight

physically plausible paths by the recursive cost function

Ψ
(δi)
i (x) = 1− ϕ

(δi)
i (x) + inf

z
Ψ

(δi−1)
i (x+ z) . (4)

Accumulating the infima within the spatial neighborhood

x + z, ‖z‖ ≤ vavg over time ensures that Ψ
(δi)
i (x) repre-

sents the minimum cost of all paths reachable by object i,

which lead from its last known position up to location x.

The initial re-assignment cost for the recursive computation

is set to Ψ
(0)
i = 0.

Similar to the conservative association scheme, we use

the Hungarian algorithm (recall Eq. (2)) to obtain the opti-

mal assignment between missed objects and candidate re-

detections at time t. In particular, given the ground plane

location x
(t)
j of detection j, we set the assignment costs to

ψ
(t)
ij = Ψ

(δi)
i

(

x
(t)
j

)

.

3.3. Confidence Scores

Considering the occluded regions at a specific time t,

we combine occlusion information and motion prediction

to estimate the confidence measure ϕ
(δi)
i (recall Eq. (3)). In

particular, we expect the object detector to miss an object

whenever it is fully occluded or environmental conditions

cause detection failures (e.g., illumination changes). There-

fore, we define the occlusion term c
(δi)
o,i as

c
(δi)
o,i (x) =

{

1 if x ∈ Ps ∪ P
(t)
d

1− βδi otherwise
, (5)

where β ∈ [0, 1] is a detector reliability factor to account

for missed detections of visible objects; Ps and P
(t)
d denote

the currently occluded regions at time t caused by static and

dynamic occluders, respectively.

To obtain the dynamic occlusion regions P
(t)
d , we exploit

the geometric knowledge of the currently visible objects.

Assuming that partially occluded objects can be handled by

state-of-the-art detectors (e.g., part-based models [12]), we

can project the center region of each detected bounding box

onto the ground plane, as illustrated in Figure 3. Occlusion

regions Ps caused by static scene structures can easily be

provided as a predefined mask.

In order to restrict the re-assignment candidates to detec-

tions which can be reached via physically plausible motion

Figure 3: Projected occlusion regions for static occluders

(Ps, gray) and dynamic inter-object occlusions (P
(t)
d , red

and blue).

of the target, we define the plausibility term

c
(δi)
p,i (x) = exp






−

‖x− x̂i‖
2

2σ2
pδ

2
i max

(

‖d̂i‖, vavg

)2






, (6)

where σp denotes the motion variance, x̂i is the last known

position of the occluded object i at δi = 0, and d̂i is the pre-

dicted motion direction of object i. To estimate d̂i, we con-

sider the previously observed target motion between sub-

sequent frames and compute the interquartile mean to ro-

bustly handle outliers (e.g., due to inaccurate localization

by the detector). To enforce the hard constraint that the

distance between the last known target position x̂i and the

ground plane location x must lie within physically plausi-

ble limits, we use the predefined cut-off threshold τp to set

c
(δi)
p,i = −∞ if c

(δi)
p,i < τp.

Additionally, we exploit the available previous observa-

tions of the object trajectory to model its inertia confidence:

c
(δi)
d,i (x) = exp






−

(〈

d̂i,dj

〉

− ‖d̂i‖‖dj‖
)2

2σ2
d‖d̂i‖2‖dj‖2






, (7)

where dj = x − x̂i. The directional variance σd can be

used to penalize significant changes of the motion direction.

In particular, choosing a small directional variance proves

to be useful in scenarios where the object direction can be

predicted, e.g., when observing pedestrians on a sidewalk.

3.4. Automatic Initialization and Termination

In order to enable fully automatic tracking of an un-

known number of targets, we exploit the object detector to

initialize and cancel trajectories. In particular, we define

entry and exit regions near the image borders, similar to

recent approaches, such as [9, 14, 18]. Thus, a new trajec-

tory is initialized for subsequent nearby detections within

the entry regions. Similarly, trajectories are terminated if

the corresponding objects exit the field-of-view.



4. Evaluation

In the following, we give a detailed analysis of our

approach compared to the state-of-the-art in multi-object

tracking.

4.1. Metrics

We use the widely accepted CLEAR performance met-

rics [7], Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA 2) and

Precision (MOTP 2). The precision metric MOTP evaluates

the alignment of true positive trajectories w.r.t. the ground

truth, whereas the accuracy metric MOTA combines 3 error

ratios, namely false positives, false negatives (i.e., missed

objects), and identity switches. Additionally, we report the

measures defined by Li et al. [24], which denote the per-

centage of mostly tracked (MT 2) and mostly lost (ML 3)

ground truth trajectories, as well as the number of fragments

(FM 3) and identity switches (IDS 3).

4.2. Datasets

To demonstrate the performance of our online multi-

object tracker, we use two publicly available benchmark

datasets which impose several challenges.

PETS’09. The PETS’09 benchmark [13] shows an out-

door scene with numerous pedestrians recorded from mul-

tiple cameras at 7 fps, where we only use the first camera

(i.e., View 1). The major challenges of this dataset are fre-

quent occlusions, either caused dynamically by people oc-

cluding each other, or static occlusions due to a traffic sign

which covers large parts of the crossroads. Additionally to

the widely used S2L1 sequence, we also evaluate our ap-

proach on the more challenging S2L2 and S2L3 sequences,

which capture much denser crowds.

For a fair comparison, we use the ground truth provided

by Milan et al. [25], where all occurring persons have been

annotated. Following their evaluation protocol, we compute

the distances between tracker hypotheses and ground truth

annotations on the ground plane, using a hit/miss thresh-

old of 1m. Similar to Hofmann et al. [18], we use DPM

detections [12] as input for our tracking algorithm. As the

PETS’09 sequences are captured using up to 7 cameras, we

also include state-of-the-art multi-camera approaches into

our comparison.

Town Centre. The Town Centre dataset [5] shows a busy

town centre street from a single elevated camera. On av-

erage, 16 people are visible at any time, resulting in fre-

quent dynamic occlusions. Furthermore, many people are

not detected due to partial occlusions caused by static scene

structures such as benches.

The dataset provides manually annotated ground truth

trajectories as well as pre-computed HOG detections [11].

2Higher is better. 3Lower is better.

Similar to Leal-Taixé et al. [22], we track at 2.5 fps (i.e.,

use only every 10th frame) to demonstrate the robustness

of our approach even at low frame rates. Following their

evaluation protocol, the assignment of tracker hypotheses

to ground truth annotations is computed via bounding box

overlap using the PASCAL overlap criterion as hit/miss

threshold.

4.3. Experimental Settings

To track all objects throughout the benchmark se-

quences, the proposed tracking algorithm relies on several

intuitive parameters. In particular, we used the following

default parameter settings for our experiments.

The average velocity is set to vavg = 4.5m/s to account

for both pedestrians and cyclists. To obtain reliable matches

by conservative linking, only detections within a vicinity of

τc = 0.5m between subsequent frames at 7 fps are consid-

ered for valid assignments. The variances for the range and

inertia models are set to σ2
p = 1 and σ2

d = 0.5, respectively.

To discard candidate detections outside the physically plau-

sible motion range, we choose a range cut-off threshold of

τp = 0.01. Since we use state-of-the-art object detectors

which achieve high recall, we set the expected detector reli-

ability factor to β = 0.9. For a fair comparison to other ap-

proaches, we linearly interpolate missing detections of the

final object trajectories.

4.4. Results and Discussion

Quantitative results of our comparison on the two bench-

mark datasets are listed in Tables 1 and 2, while illustrative

results are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen from the track-

ing results on the PETS’09 S2L1 benchmark, we achieve ex-

cellent results in contrast to competing online multi-object

trackers, such as [9, 35, 37], even outperforming most off-

line approaches, e.g., [2, 6, 38]. Furthermore, we achieve

competitive results compared to the offline hypergraph for-

mulation of Hofmann et al. [18], which currently is the

best-performing approach on the PETS’09 sequences. Note

that our approach also achieves similar performance results

compared to offline multi-camera approaches.

Considering the more challenging PETS’09 S2L2 and

S2L3 sequences, our proposed approach also performs fa-

vorably compared to most state-of-the-art trackers. In par-

ticular, the proposed re-assignment approach using occlu-

sion geodesics leads to significantly less identity switches

compared to the best-performing approach of Hofmann et

al. [18]. Furthermore, the experimental results indicate that

additional appearance information (e.g., as used by [35])

may improve tracking performance for moderately crowded

scenarios, such as S2L2.

The results on the much longer Town Centre dataset also

confirm that the proposed occlusion geodesics are benefi-

cial compared to standard occlusion handling techniques.



Although using only every 10th frame, we outperform other

online tracking approaches, such as [5, 30, 35, 36]. Similar

to the PETS’09 sequences, we again achieve competitive re-

sults to the best-performing offline approaches on the Town

Centre dataset. Note however, that both Izadinia et al. [20]

and Zamir et al. [38] use custom detections and addition-

ally exploit appearance information. Thus, considering only

trackers which rely on the provided HOG detections, our

approach performs on par with the best-performing offline

tracker by Leal-Taixé et al. [22].

Furthermore, to emphasize the real-time capability of

our approach, we report the average frame rate on a stan-

dard PC with a 3.4 GHz Intel CPU. In particular, our unopti-

mized single-threaded MATLAB prototype runs at 11.2 fps

for moderately crowded scenarios (e.g., PETS’09 S2L1) and

still achieves a frame rate of 2.1 fps for much denser crowds

where up to 38 objects are simultaneously visible (e.g.,

PETS’09 S2L2 and S2L3). In contrast, competing online

approaches report significantly lower runtime performances

of 0.4 − 2 fps [9], or 1 − 2 fps [35] for the same scenarios,

also excluding the detection step. Hence, our experiments

confirm that combining efficient object detectors (e.g., [4])

with our tracking approach allows for robust online local-

ization of multiple objects in real-time applications.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an online multi-object

tracking-by-detection approach for real-time applications.

To account for detection failures, we exploit geometric cues

such as the spatio-temporal evolution of occlusion regions,

motion prediction, and detector reliability. Using these cues

to model physically plausible paths of missed objects, we

can reliably re-assign detections to re-appearing objects.

In combination with a conservative association strategy for

visible objects, multiple objects can robustly be tracked,

even in crowded scenarios.

Our evaluations on several challenging real-world

datasets demonstrate significant improvements compared to

the state-of-the-art in online and offline multi-object track-

ing. In particular, although using only observations up to

the current frame, our results are on par with the best-

performing offline approaches which require detections for

each frame of a sequence in advance. Thus, the proposed

tracking approach can be applied for time-critical applica-

tions where location estimates of multiple objects are re-

quired in real-time.
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Method Appearance Cam IDs MOTA [%] MOTP [%] MT [%] ML [%] FM IDS
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n
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n
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Breitenstein et al. [9] yes 1 79.7 56.3 - - - -
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ffl

in
e
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(a) PETS’09 S2L1.

Method App. Cam IDs MOTA [%] MOTP [%] MT [%] ML [%] FM IDS
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